Utility of an ultrafast magnetic resonance imaging protocol in recent and semi-recent strokes
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Objective: To evaluate the technical feasibility of an integrated ultrafast head magnetic resonance (MR) protocol using a sensitivity encoding (SENSE) technique for depicting parenchymal ischaemia and vascular compromise in patients with suspected recent stroke.

Methods: 23 patients were evaluated with the ultrafast MR protocol using T2, T1, fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), 3D time of flight magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) sequences. These were compared with routine conventional MR sequences.

Results: One patient could not tolerate conventional imaging, although imaging using the three minute head SENSE protocol was diagnostic. Both conventional and ultrafast protocols were of similar diagnostic yield in the remaining patients. There were no significant differences in clinical diagnostic quality for the T1, T2, FLAIR, and DWI sequences. One MRA examination was of better quality when SENSE was used, owing to reduced motion artefacts and shorter imaging time.

Conclusions: It is possible to undertake a comprehensive MR examination in stroke patients in approximately three to five minutes. Ultrafast imaging may become a useful triage tool before thrombolytic therapy. It may be of particular benefit in patients unable to tolerate longer sequences. Further work is necessary to confirm these findings in hyperacute stroke.

Computed tomography (CT) remains the method of choice in the assessment of acute strokes. It is practical, quick, widely available, easily performed in all patients, and moreover—as used in the major trials of thrombolysis for acute strokes—it can robustly exclude haemorrhage in the early stages. Currently, however, there is growing interest in the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for acute strokes because of the greater sensitivity and interobserver agreement of diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) for detecting early ischaemic signs compared with CT.

Developments in MRI over the past decade now allow the identification of major vascular occlusions and the delineation of tissue at risk of infarction in patients presenting with acute stroke. MRI can identify parenchymal abnormalities (using T1, T2, and fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences), vascular compromise (magnetic resonance angiography (MRA)), and any DWI/perfusion weighted (PWI) mismatch, providing valuable additional information which helps to refine patient selection and thus to identify subgroups which may benefit most from thrombolysis.

The practicalities of MR imaging of stroke patients acutely, however, remain challenging even for major academic centres. Although there are various explanations for this, one specific problem is the length of time it takes to acquire conventional MR data, which may be especially problematic in restless and uncooperative patients. At 1.5 Tesla, imaging times of 15 to 20 minutes are quite normal. Adding an acute stroke study can be extremely disruptive to the running of MR schedules and so there may be some reticence in encouraging such studies.

Fast MR protocols using echo-planar DWI/PWI have previously been shown to be feasible and practical in the setting of acute stroke. More recently, advances in coil design and processing using parallel imaging techniques such as SMASH and SENSE have the potential to reduce imaging times dramatically, with only a small reduction in signal to noise ratio (SNR). Such techniques allow the acquisition of T1, T2, FLAIR, DWI, and 3D time of flight MRA in approximately three to five minutes.

The purpose of this technical feasibility study was to evaluate the diagnostic yield and quality of images obtained with an ultrafast MRI protocol based on SENSE, compared with our conventional MR protocol, in the setting of suspected recent or semi-recent strokes.

METHODS

Twenty three patients (15 female, eight male; mean age 76 years, range 39 to 90) with a clinical diagnosis of suspected recent or semi-recent strokes were imaged using the ultrafast MR protocol as well as our conventional protocol, employing an eight channel phased array brain coil on a 1.5T MR system (Signa Echospeed+ EXCITE, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukie, Wisconsin, USA). The sequences were obtained as part of routine clinical evaluation of MR sequences where all clinical patients underwent both conventional and faster sequences in a single clinical examination. The local research and ethics committee approved release of these clinical data for this study.

Examinations included a T1, T2, FLAIR, and diffusion weighted sequences in addition to a three dimensional time of flight MRA. For clarity, the parameters have been outlined in table 1. In order to minimise schedule disruption patients were all imaged in the next available clinical session. The mean time from stroke onset to imaging was 165.6 hours, with a standard deviation and standard error of 125.7 and 26.87 hours, respectively. All patients waking with stroke symptoms were presumed to have had their stroke when they were definitely well before going to sleep.

In the ultrafast protocol, all images were acquired using a proprietary implementation of SENSE (ASSET, GE Medical Systems) with a scan reduction factor of 2 in the in-plane.

Abbreviations: DWI, diffusion weighted imaging; FLAIR, fluid attenuated inversion recovery; MRA, magnetic resonance angiography; PWI, perfusion weighted imaging; SENSE, sensitivity encoding; SMASH, simultaneous acquisition of spatial harmonics; SNR, signal to noise ratio.
Table 1. Parameters used in both conventional and ultrafast MR sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Conventional T1 ASSET</th>
<th>Conventional T2 ASSET</th>
<th>Conventional FLAIR ASSET</th>
<th>IR single shot fast spin echo</th>
<th>Fast spoiled GRE</th>
<th>Fast spin echo</th>
<th>FLAIR spin echo</th>
<th>Spin echo EPI</th>
<th>3D ToF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase (°)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV (cm)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice thick (mm)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice spacing (mm)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of slices</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix frequency (256)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan time (min:s)</td>
<td>02:23</td>
<td>00:26</td>
<td>00:54</td>
<td>00:29</td>
<td>02:41</td>
<td>00:44</td>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>00:39</td>
<td>06:31</td>
<td>00:54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASSET, array spatial sensitivity encoding technique (GE Medical Systems implementation of sensitivity encoding; note that all ASSET acquisitions were carried out using an in-plane (that is, phase encoding direction) scan reduction factor of 2); ETL, echo train length; FLAIR, fluid attenuated inversion recovery; FOV, field of view; NEX, number of excitations (signal averages); RBW, receiver bandwidth; TE, time of echo time; TI, time of inversion; TR, time of repetition.

RESULTS

Seventeen patients had a final diagnosis of a recent middle cerebral artery stroke, two had a lacunar stroke, three had a posterior circulation stroke, and one had negative MR imaging with a final diagnosis of a transient ischaemic attack. One patient was unable to complete the standard protocol owing to claustrophobia; the ultrafast protocol was subsequently undertaken and produced a diagnostic study, showing a right basal ganglia DWI abnormality with patent major basal cerebral arteries.

Conventional MRA demonstrated occlusion or reduced MCA flow in seven cases; the ultrafast MRA was positive in six cases only, as judged by both readers. In one case, vascular narrowing was identified on conventional MRA by both readers but only by the attending neuroradiologist on ultrafast MRA. Subtle vascular narrowing was confirmed to be present on a retrospective consensus review on both MR studies. One ultrafast MRA protocol was of better quality than the conventional sequence, probably reflecting the shorter imaging time and decrease in motion artefacts (fig 1). Two ultrafast MRAs (grade 3) were considered to be of lesser quality than the conventional MRA (grade 2) because of reduced spatial resolution, reflecting the reduced acquisition time, although this did not affect diagnostic value. An incidental middle cerebral artery aneurysm was demonstrated with both protocols. Seventy per cent of conventional MRAs scored an image quality of grade 2 or better, compared with 65% of the ultrafast MRAs, but this difference was not statistically significant (p = 1.00).

Both independent readers were in 100% agreement regarding the presence or absence of parenchymal abnormalities on DWI. Moreover, the DWI study was in 100% agreement using both protocols. In terms of image quality, 96% of the ultrafast DWI studies scored grade 2 or better, compared with 85% for the conventional DWI studies but this difference did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.80). This was because, although ultrafast DWI sequences had slightly reduced spatial resolution, they also benefited from appreciable reduction in inhomogeneity artefacts at the base of the brain or the regions of the sinuses, owing to the reduced echo train length.9

Similarly, all FLAIR, T1, and T2 weighted studies were of similar diagnostic yield for parenchymal abnormalities with respect to both protocols, despite the ultrafast sequences
suffering from marginally decreased SNR. No statistically significant differences in image quality were, however, observed. Eighty seven per cent of conventional FLAIR images scored an image quality of grade 2 or better, compared with 78% of the ultrafast studies (p = 0.69); 91% of conventional T2 images scored an image quality of grade 2 or better compared with 78% of the ultrafast studies (p = 0.41); and 83% of conventional T1 images scored an image quality of grade 2 or better compared with 83% of the ultrafast studies (p = 1.00).

DISCUSSION
The recent availability of multichannel phased array brain coils and the development of parallel imaging techniques such as SENSE allow a comprehensive MR stroke imaging protocol to be completed in approximately three to five minutes. We have shown in this study that any reduction in image quality with such a protocol is minimal and does not affect diagnostic yield. The addition of an exogenous perfusion sequence would add an extra 90 seconds as the technique is limited by physiology—that is, by the time required for the contrast agent bolus to transit the brain—and not by the scanner acquisition speed. In addition, there are obvious benefits of including a haemosiderin sensitive gradient echo sequence to use with the T1 and FLAIR sequences to increase the sensitivity of MR for detecting early haemorrhages. Such echo-planar gradient echo sequences are, however, already ultrafast MR techniques. Thus, in this technical feasibility study we did not evaluate the use of PWI or haemosiderin sensitive sequences, as these are not expected to benefit significantly from parallel imaging techniques.

Recent work has shown that T2, FLAIR, and DWI used with SENSE in patients with acute and subacute stroke (5–42 hours from stroke onset) produces images of equal imaging quality and lesion conspicuity when compared with conventional images. Our study complements the work of Willinek et al, showing that MRA using SENSE technology can provide evidence of major vascular compromise in a very short acquisition time. In our MR protocol, the gain in imaging time with sense MRA was partly achieved at the expense of slightly reduced spatial coverage but this did not affect diagnostic yield. We have shown that in two of our cases there were additional benefits from using SENSE: first, we successfully imaged a patient whose claustrophobia precluded her staying in the magnet for the conventional sequences; and second, there was a case where the SENSE MRA was of better quality than the conventionally acquired MRA (fig 1).

In this study we used parallel imaging to reduce the total imaging time to one appropriate for studies where rapid imaging is essential so as not to compromise the rigid temporal time restraints for treatment. Compared with conventional MR imaging, the shorter imaging sequences allow the development of imaging protocols in acute stroke which are less disruptive to scheduling, making MR imaging of acute stroke victims more feasible and potentially allowing better targeted treatment.

A limitation of our study is that our patient population consisted mainly of acute and subacute strokes but did not include hyperacute strokes (<6 hours). It is possible that in patients with hyperacute strokes, who tend to be generally more agitated, the benefits of ultrafast MR protocols may be even more significant, as reduction in motion artefacts is more likely to outweigh any marginal decrease in spatial resolution and SNR. On the other hand, however, it is possible that in hyperacute strokes, DWI abnormalities as well as radiological signs such as hyperdense cerebral arteries on FLAIR imaging may be more subtle than in the population evaluated in our study. A final limitation is that our study population did not include patients with brain stem infarction.

Conclusions
Ultrafast MR protocols using SENSE appear very promising but further work in a larger cohort of patients with hyperacute strokes will be necessary to confirm their feasibility, diagnostic accuracy, and clinical utility in a real world practical setting.
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